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Abstract

We introduce a method of deduction-based re-
finement planning where prefabricated general
solutions are adapted to special problems. Re-
fmement proceeds by stepwise transforming non-
constructive problem specifications into exe-
cutable plans. For each refinement step there is a
correctness proof guaranteeing the soundness of
refinement and with that the generation of prov-
ably correct plans. By solving the hard deduction
problems once and for all on the abstract level,
planning on the concrete level becomes more ef-
ficient. With that, our approach aims at making
deductive planning feasible in realistic contexts.
Our approach is based on a temporal logic frame-
work that allows for the representation of spec-
ifications and plans on the same linguistic level.
Basic actions and plans are specified using a pro-
gramming language the constructs of which are
formulae of the logic. Abstract solutions are rep-
resented as--possibly recursive--procedures. It
is this common level of representation and the
fluid transition between specifications and plans
our refinement process basically relies upon.

Introduction

In this paper, we present a technique for deduction-
based refinement planning. The idea is to refine an
initial non-constructive specification step by step until
an executable plan is reached. Since each refinement
step is sound under the proviso of certain proof obli-
gations, we end up with provably correct plans.

The method is developed within a temporal logic
framework similar to (Manna & Pnueli 1991; Biundo,
Dengler, & K6hler 1992; Stephan & Biundo 1993).
Specifications and plans are represented on the same
linguistic level and they both specify sequences of
states, called computations. As a consequence, we are
not limited to the input-output behavior of plans when
formulating specifications. Instead, we may also state
properties of certain intermediate states and in partic-
ular so-called safety conditions which have to hold in
all intermediate states. The refinement process takes a
non-constructive initial specification and generates an

executable one, i.e. a plan, the set of computations of
which is included in the set of computations described
by the initial specification.

Our aim is to make deductive planning feasible in re-
alistic contexts. Therefore, we follow the paradigm of
hierarchical planning. The hard deduction problems,
like proving the total correctness of recursive plans, are
solved once and for all on an upper level by providing a
collection of prefabricated abstract and general plans.
Plan generation on this level is an interactive process
with non-trivial inferences that in our oppinion, which
is shared by other authors as well (Manna & Waldinger
1987; Ghassem-Sani & Steel 1991), cannot be carried
out in a fully automatic way. These abstract algorith-
mic solutions are in an efficient way refined to specific
concrete ones.
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Figure 1: The 4-Room Planning Scenario

Consider, for example, the concrete planning sce-
nario of Figure i and suppose we are given the problem
of moving blocks A, B, and C from R1 to R4. Starting
from scratch, it is very likely that the planning process
gets lost in a mass of subproblems such as to find the
right door for B. It would be of considerable help for
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the planner to know that the solution should be orga-
nized in three phases, where in each phase one block is
moved from R1 to R4. In our approach this additional
knowledge is given as an abstract plan with certain
open steps that are filled in by concrete plans during
later refinement. Not only is this a way to formalize ad-
ditional knowledge, it also reduces the necessary proofs
to the local intermediate steps. The search for appro-
priate steps on the lower le~el is done by matching con-
crete actions to elementary state transitions given by
the abstact solution. Abstraction here means that we
do not consider the world in all its details but restrict
ourselves to certain features of a planning scenario that
are sufficient to outline a solution. Since general so-
lutions often require the manipulation of an indefinite
number of objects, plans at this level will in many cases
have to be recursive. In our approach, recursive plans
and the corresponding correctness proofs are part of
the domain modeling on the abstract level. A further
important point is that we provide a uniform algorith-
mic solution only on the abstract level while the final
plan is sensitive to additional ad hoc constraints for
which there is no uniform treatment.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce our basic representation formalism, the tem-
poral planning logic TPL. In Sections 3 and 4 it is
shown how planning scenarios, planning problems, and
abstract solutions are formulated in this framework.
By means of a detailed example we demonstrate in Sec-
tion 5 how refinement planning works in this context
and we finally relate our work to existing approaches
and conclude with some remarks in Section 6.

The Temporal Planning Logic TPL
We use an interval-based modal temporal logic--called
TPL (Temporal Planning Logic)--to formally reason
about plans. The syntax of a planning scenario is given
by a so-called language £ = (Z, Fr, Pc, F/, Rl, X, A),
where Z is a finite set of sort symbols, F/and Fr are
disjoint Z x Z* indexed families of disjoint sets offanc-
tion symbols, R/and Rr are disjoint Z* indexed fami-
lies of disjoint sets of relation symbols, X is a Z indexed
family of disjoint denumerable sets of global variables,
such that Xz t3 (Fy,., U F,,..) = {} for all z e Z, and
A is a Z* indexed family of disjoint denumerable sets
of abstraction symbols (procedure names) such that
Az n (Ry,~ U Rr,~) = {} for all £, ¯ Z*. Abstraction
symbols will be used to describe basic actions. The
rigid and flexible symbols are given by (Fr, Pc) and
(F/, RI), respectively. The flexible symbols will be in-
terpreted in a state dependent way. In the following,
a simplified version will be considered where there are
no flexible function symbols.

Pdgid terms t over L: containing symbols from F~
and X are built as usual. The set of formulae and
abstractions over L: is given by the following rules:

:.’= tl t2 I r(t-) I lW
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I r(t-) I
delete-r(t-) I add-r(t-)

0 and/4 denote the modal weak next and until oper-
ators, respectively. C denotes the chop operator, which
serves to express the sequential composition of for-
mulae. The relation symbols used in the context of
delete and add have to be flexible. Using the un-
til operator/g we define the usual modalities o (al-
ways) and 0 (sometimes) by [3~o :~ --(true b/-%o) and
O~o :~ -"[3-"~o. In addition, the strong next operator
is defined by ®~ :~ --O-~. As can be seen from the
semantics below, the strong next operator demands a
next state to actually exist, while a formula O~o addi-
tionally holds in each one-state interval, where there
is no next state. The semantics of the recursively de-
fined abstraction t,a(~).~o will be such that the equa-
tion ua($).~a = A~.~a[a/ua(~.)4o] is satisfied, provided
~o[a] is syntactically continuous in a. Moreover, under
these circumstances va(~)40 is the maximal solution 
tim corresponding equation.

A model f14 for a language £ is given by a Z-indexed
family D of nonempty domains and a global interpreta-
tion :E that assigns (total) functions and relations over
D to the rigid symbols. A valuation (of variables) w.r.t.
.~ is a sort preserving mapping/~ : IXl -~ IDI . We
use ~(x/d) for the valuation ff which satisfies/~ =z ff
(/~ and ~’ agree on all arguments except possibly x)
and if(x) = d. The set of states E w.r.t. A4 is the set
of all interpretations of the flexible relation symbols as
relations over D. Rigid terms are evaluated by using
Ad and # as usual.

As is the case with choppy logics in general the se-
mantics is based on intervals of states (Rosner & Pnueli
1986). We use ~oo to denote the set of all finite and
infinite sequences # =< ao, az, ... > of states from
and Z~ for Z~ - {< >}. By ~i we denote the set of
sequences of length i. The concatenation of intervals is
denoted by "-". Fusion, denoted by "o", is the partial
operation on intervals defined by:

if ~ is infinite
~o#’= <a0,...an,...> if ~=<a0,...a,>,

~t :< O’n,.. ¯ >

Both, concatenation and fusion are extended to sets of
intervals in the usual way.

For f14 and a valuation/~ the semantics of formulae
is given by [~]~t,# _ ~. For atomic formulae ¢ con-
talning only rigid symbols [~b]~,~ is either ~.~ or {}.
The interpretation of the propositional connectives is
also straightforward. The more interesting cases are as
follows.

= U{{<o>}. I
a(r)([t l~,~)}, for flexible 

= I d ¯ D~},
for z ¯ Xz
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Note that quantification is over global variables and
that first-order formulae are evaluated in the first state
of an interval.

In general, formulae are interpreted as sets of in-
tervals. @ ~ [~]~,~ means that, given .A~ and/~,
satisfies ~ (or ~ holds in #). A first-order formula 
holds in an interval iff ~b is true under the interpreta-
tion of the flexible symbols given by the first state of
~. O~ holds in # iff either ~ is an one-state interval
or else ~ holds in the interval which results from ~ by
removing the first state. O false thus denotes the set
of one-state intervals. ~1 U ~o2 holds in @ iff there ex-
ists a sutr~x @~ of @ which satisfies ~o2 and ~o~ holds in
all sutr-txes inbetween @ and @’. The always operator
is used to express partial correctness assertions. The
formula [] (O false -~ ~b) holds in @ iff either @ 
infinite or else the first-order formula ~b is true in the
last state of ~.

is the chop-operator. Basically, C allows to split
a given interval into two subintervals. For example,
(~ A ([] (O false --~ ~))) ; ~ holds in @ iff either 
infinite and satisfies ~ or else @ can be split into @’ and
@", where #~ satisfies ~o and the (first-order) formula

holds in the last state of @’ (which is also the first
state of #") and where #" satisfies ~.

The logic presented above can be used to describe
computations of certain formulae (plans) that can 
viewed as programming language constructs. The ba-
sic elements of this programming language are the el-
ementary add- and delete operations, i.e. add-r and
delete=r for each flexible relation symbol r. Basic ac-
tions are described as procedural abstractions. In order
to ease readability we use the following abbreviations:

if~b then ~rz else ~r~ fl :~-~ (0 -~ ~rl) 
(-~ -~ ¢2)

choose ~ : ~(~) begin ~r end :~ q~(~(~) A ~r(~))

v(w-~(~) 
skip)

I/’1 ; 71"2 :4-)’ 71"1 ~ ’if2

skip :+~ O false

a(~)~¢ :e .a(~).¢.
The class of formulae denoted by these abbreviations
are called plan ]ormulae. Please note that the choose
construct essentially describes the existential quantifi-
cation.

In addition, the following holds.

add-r(t~,...,tn) -~ (®0 false ^ (~ ~ 0~))

delete-r(tl,...,tn) --~ (®0 false ^ (~ --~ O~b))
~a(~).¢(O~ ¢[~/~[a/~a(~).¢],

where ~ is the formula resulting from the (first-order)
formula ~b by replacing each occurrence of the atomic
subformula

r(s~,...,s,) 
"((tl ~ sl v... v t. ~ s.) -~ r(sl,...,s.)).

results from ~ by replacing

r(sl,..., s,.,) 

"(r(sl,...,s.) ̂ (tl ~ Slv... v t. ~ s.)),
respectively. ~ and ~ are the weakest preconditions (in
the sense of (Dijkstra 1976)) of @ with respect to add-
r( tl , . . . , in) and delete-r(tl,..., in), respectively.

The equivalences therefore state that a first-order
formula ~b holds after the execution of an elementary
add- (delete-) operation, if ~ (~) holds before.

Planning Scenarios and
Planning Problems

Planning scenarios are set up by first giving a set of
sort symbols and a signature of flexible and rigid rela-
tion symbols. In our example (cf. Figure 1), these are:
Z = {block, door, room}, R! = {closed, holds, in, rob}
and Rr = {broad, connects, small}, respectively. In a
second step basic actions are defined by procedures,
like

pickup(b) ~= if ~ r (in(b, r) ^ rob(r)) 

then add-holds(b) else skip 

putdown(b) ~= if ~ r (in(b, r) ^ rob(r)) 
h~ds(b)

then delete-holds(b) else skip 

walk(r~,r2) ~= if rob(rl) ^ ~ d (connects(d, rx,r~)
A -closed(d))

then if ~ z holds(~) then
choose :v : holds(.’v)
begin if small(~) V broad(d)
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then delete-in(z, rl);
delete-rob(rx);
add-rob(r2);
add-in(z, r2)

else skip fi end
else delete-rob(r1);

add-rob(r2) 
else skip ft.

From these procedures certain sets of formulae are gen-
erated. They comprise action descriptions, effect de-
scriptions, and invariance clauses, and they serve to
perform the various specific tasks which occur during
refinement planning. Please note that applying an ac-
tion to inappropriate arguments leads to the trivial
action skip rather than an "impossible" action, like
false. The reason is that the impossible action may
lead to inconsistencies, i.e. to formulae for which there
is no satisfying interval. As a consequence, formulae
stating certain properties of actions and plans, like par-
tial correctness assertions, may trivially become true.

Action descriptions specify the cases in which an ac-
tion "really acts", i.e. its body differs from skip. For
"walk" we obtain two formulae, Wt and W2, where:1

Wl: (rob(r1) connects(d, rl ,r2) A -, dosed(d)A
holds(z)) A (small(z)Vbroad(d))) -~

(walk(rl,r2) ~-~ delete-in(x, 
delete-rob(rx );
add-rob(r2);
add-in(z, r2)) 

W2 : (rob(r1) ^ connects(d, rl, r2) A -,dosed(d) 
-, 3 z holds(z)) 

(walk(rl,r2) ~-r delete-rob(r1);
add-rob(r2)) 

Action descriptions are used to instantiate abstract
solution patterns with concrete solutions. Effect de-
scriptions indicate the immediate effects an action has.
They closely correspond to the action descriptions. As
for "walk" we obtain We/yx and We/y2, respectively.
WelD, for example, reads:

Weld : (rob(rx) A connects(d, r2) A -, dosed(d)
^ holds(z))

--~ [] (O false --~ (-,in(z, rx) 
-,rob(rx ) 
rob(r2) 
in(z,r2)) 

For "pickup", for example, we obtain only one such
axiom:

Fe!! : (q r (in(b,r) A rob(r)) q x hol ds(z) A
pickup(b)) -~ [] fal se ~ hol ds(b)) .

Invariance clauses specify the facts that are not af-
fected by the action. They comprise invariance asser-
tions inv-r(~) : ~b($), which stand for formulae

XWe write walk(r1, r~) instead of the complete recursive
definition walk(rl,r2)¢= lr(rx, r~).
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v ¯ ((¢(e) ^ rCe)) 
V ¯ ^-rCe)) 0 -rCe)),

where ~ is first-order. As for "pickup" we have

Pi.~, : pickup(b) -~ [] (inv-in(b’, r) : true 
inv-dosed(d) : true ^
inv-rob(r) : true) 

stating that "pickup" doesn’t change any of the rela-
tions in, dosed, and rob.

The above formulae can be generated in a uniform
way by a purely syntactic inspection of the user-defined
procedures, and they can be easily proved using, for
example, the equivalences for control structures given
in Section 2.

Note that we have specified the effects of basic ac-
tions in terms of partial correctness assertions, i.e. say-
ing "whenever the action terminates, the effect holds
afterwards". Note also that the O-operators in the ef-
fect and invariance formulae refer to just the intervals
satisfying the respective action; they do not affect the
entire interval satisfying the plan within which they
occur. Let us give an example.

Suppose, we want to prove that the formula

~: 3r (in(b,r) A rob(r)) A -, 3 z holds(x)

holds after the execution of the plan pickup(b) 
putdown(b). This is expressed by

¢ A (pickup(b);putdown(b))
--+ [](Ofalse -~ ~b).

We begin with

¢ A (pickup(b) ; tmtdown(b)) 

As ¢ is first-order it has to hold in the first state of the
interval. Therefore, we obtain

(~ ^ pickup(b));putdown(b).

pickup(b) terminates, i.e. we have (~b ^ pickup(b)) 
0 0 false. From Pe/! and Pine it follows in addition
that both the effect of pickup(b) and the part of ~b
which is invariant against pickup(b) hold in the last
state of the interval satisfying (¢ ^ pickup(b)). Since
pickup(b) and putdown(b) combined by ; , t he last
state of the "pickup(b)-interval" coincides with the first
state of the "putdown(b)-interval". So, we obtain

pickup(b) ;(3r (in(b,r) A rob(r)) 
V¥(b’ ~ b -~ ",holds(b’)) 
holds(b) A putdown(b)).

Reasoning about putdown(b) in a similar way, we fi-
nally succeed in proving the original assertion by de-
riving

E3 (O false --+ ~b) 

A possible format for initial specifications ~o is

FIN ^ EF ^ SAFE ^ INV.

These four conjuncts describe properties a computa-
tion has to meet in order to be accepted as a possible
solution. We have
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FIN :~, ¢ O false,

EF :~ #pre -~ [] (O false --~ 4~po,t),

SAFE :+~ Cpr, -~ t3 (~b,,l, , A ... A 4sale.) 

INV :e, [] (inv-rl(~,) :~1(~1) A ... 
inv-r,n(~,,) : ~,,(~,~)) 

The formul~ FIN states that the computations are fi-
nite. The effect of a computation, given by EF, is de-
scribed by pre- and postconditions which are first-order
formulae. In addition to the desired effect the initial
specification may contain safety conditions which have
to hold in all intermediate states. Again, these condi-
tions are first-order. Finally, INV serves to specify the
facts that have to remain unchanged.

Before starting refinement planning with a concrete
problem specification, we have to state the domain
]acts, which are relevant for the current scenario. Do-
main facts describe those facts which are not affected
by actions, i.e. remain static in a current scenario, but
which may vary from one concrete scenario to another.
These facts are described using the rigid part of the
signature. For our example (el. Figure 1), we obtain:

DF : cannects(D1, R1, R2) , connects(D1, R2, R1) 
connects(D2, R2, iL3), connects(D2, R3, 1%2) 
cxmnects(D3, R3, R4), connects(D3, R4, R3) 
connects(D4, R4, R1) , connects(D4, R1, R4) 
small(A), small(D),-small(B),
-small(C) , broad(D1) , broad(D2) 
broad(D3), -~broad(D4).

Abstract Solutions

Below we are going to describe a strategy where ab-
stract recursive patterns are refined to plans made up
of basic actions from a lower, more concrete, level. In
our example, the abstract level consists of a scenario
where we only have blocks and rooms which are re-
lated by in. The problem of moving an arbitrary set
of blocks from one room to another is then solved by
the following recursive plan:

move* (s, rl,r2) ~= ifVb (b 6 s -~ in(b, rl)) then
chooseb : b6s

begin
move(b, rl, r2) 
move*(s - {b}, ri, r2)
end else skip fi, where

move (b, rl,r2) ~= if in(b, rl) then
delete-in(b, r,) 
add-in(b, r2) else skip ft.

It moves one block after the other from r, to r2. Here
we have used the abstract data type of sets. The sig-
nature of this data type contains the rigid symbols
e, 0, {...}, and (-). The idea is to refine this plan
on a lower level where in addition there are doors
of different size and a robot, but where the "move"

operation is no longer ava~able. In a sense this ab-
stract operation has to be implemented by sequences
of operations from the lower level. In order to en-
able such a refinement we have to allow for certain
additional steps on the abstract level, thereby extend-
ing the set of possible computations. To this end, we
adopt a method known as stuttering (Lamport 1994;
Mokkedem & M4ry 1994). It allows for the insertion of
additional steps which however do not affect the facts
we are interested in on the abstract level so that we are
still able to prove useful facts about the abstract so-
lution. Stuttering versions of abstract operations still
exhibit essentially the same behavior while they leave
room for later refinements.

Stuttering is introduced by replacing the basic add-
and delete-operations in the body of abstract plans,
"move" in our case, by appropriate stuttering versions.
So, delete-in(b, rx) in the body of move(b, rl, r2), for
example, is replaced by2

STUTmo,, ; delete-in(b, rl) ; STUTmo~, ,

where STUTmo,, is the formula

¢ O false A [] inv-in(b’, r) : (b # b’ V r = rl 
r = r2) 

This allows for inserting certain steps between the
essential add- and delete-operations. However,
STUTmov, forces these steps to be safe in the sense
that they must not affect the in relation for blocks
different from the one just manipulated, as well as
in w.r.t, the current rooms rx and r~. The speci-
fication of abstract plans together with their STUT
formulae is subject to the process of domain model-
ing, like it was sketched in Section 3 for actions and
planning scenarios. Replacing the add- and delete-
operations in our example by their stuttering versions
using STUTmove in both cases, we obtain the abstract
plan move*(s, rx,r2). We are able to prove the asser-
tions

move*(s, rl, r2) ~ FIN 

move*(s,rx,r2) --} inv-in(b,r) : b ~ 

move*(s, rx,r2) --} V b (b 6 s -} in(b, rx)) 
[] (O false ---}

V b (b e s -} in(b, r2))),
describing termination of the stuttering version of
"move", its invariance properties, and its effects, re-
spectively. Given aa initial specification, refinement
planning will start from abstract plans of this form
and proceed by stepwise filling up the STUT gaps with
concrete plans.

Refinement Planning

In our environment, refinement planning consists in
transforming an initial specification--via intermediate

2Note that b, rl, and r2 always correspond to the current
arguments of the ~move" call.
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steps--to a concrete plart. For each step there is a
correctness proof guaranteeing the soundness of refine-
ment and with that provably correct plans. In the
refinement process we try to construct a plan ~r the set
of computations ~r of which is a subset of ~o. This is
done by transforming ~0 gradually by a sequence of
intermediate specifications

~o ~- ~1 ~- ... ~- ~an = 7r

to a plan formula ~r. In each step we restrict the set
of computations, that is we have ~ai+l ~ ~al , for all
O<_i<n.

Now we are going to describe a particular refinement
strategy that adapts a general and abstract solution to
a special problem. It proceeds in three phases:

¯ Phase 1: Find a solution on the abstract level.

¯ Phase ~. Unwind recursive plans.

¯ Phase 3: Fill in missing steps.

We will begin with an initial problem specification
which has the form of ~0 given in Section 3 and where

~bpre = closed(D1) A closed(D2) A closed(D3)
A-,closed(D4) A in(A,R1) A in(B,R1)

A in(C,R1) A rob(R1) A -~ 3 x holds(x),

~bpoa = in(A,R4) A in(B,R4) A in(C,R4),
INV = inv-in(b,r) : (b # A A b # B A b # 

dPsale = -~ 3 did2 (dl # d2 A -~closed(dx) A

-~closed( d2 ) ) 

The initial situation as given by ~pre is depicted in
Figure 1. The robot has to carry blocks A, B, and C
to room R4. In that process he is not allowed to change
the position of any other block. As an additional safety
condition we have that at most one door might be open
in each situation.

At the top level, planning is done based on the asser-
tions of the given abstract operations. In our example,
Phase 1 comes up with the abstract plan "move*" in-
troduced in Section 4 and we simply have to instantiate
this general recursive solution. After the application of
substitutions s +-- {A,B,C}, rl ~- R1, and r2 ~- R4
certain proof obligations arise. They guarantee that
the concrete specification is met with respect to the ab-
stract level, i.e. this particular instance of the abstract
solution solves our plaiming problem modulo the con-
crete actions we will insert for the abstract ones. The
proof obligations state: The preconditions ~bp~e of the
planning problem imply the preconditions of "move*",
i.e. "move*" is applicable in the current initial state:

~bpre "-~ V b (b E {A,B,C} -~ in(b, R1)) 

The postconditions of "move*" meet the current goals
~post"

V b (b E {A,B,C} -~ in(b, R4)) -~ ~post,
and the proposed solution doesn’t violate the invari-
ance conditions required, i.e. the invariance clauses of
"move*" satisfy INV:
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inv-in(b, r) : b fL {A,B,C} --+ inv-in(b, r) : (b 
A ^ b#B ^ b#C),

In our example each of the formulae can be proved and
we are ready to carry out the first refinement step

move*({A,B,C}, R1, R2)).

Please note that the safety conditions can not be guar-
anteed at this level and therefore still appear in the
refined specification.

In the second phase we will perform a symbolic
execution of the call move*(...). According to the
"move*" assertions (of. Section 4) we know that each
way of unwinding the recursive procedure will stop
with the desired result. That is, all the unwinding
can be done in a single step. However, since we have
to make a choice about the order of movements, it is
a better idea to unwind in a stepwise way. In cases
where the order is relevant for the planning process on
the lower level, backtracking to some intermediate situ-
ation will be possible this way. Following this strategy
we get

v ^ D4,,.s A
STUT,~o~ ; delete-in(A,R1) ; STUT~o~ 

add-in(A,R4) STUTmove ;
move*({B,C}, Rl,R2)))

as the next intermediate specification. Now we are in
a situation where Phase 3, namely the actual plan-
ning process at the lower level, may start. Note that
in most cases there will be no uniform way of fill-
ing out the missing steps. In our example A can be
moved through door D4 while this is impossible for C.
A possible strategy is to look for an action that deletes
in(A,R1). Applying the substitution x ~ A, rl 
R1, r2 +-- R4, d e- D4 to Wt we can identify "walk"
as an appropriate action by matching the elementary
operations given by Wl against the intermediate spec-
ification above:

delete-in(A,R1); delete-rob(R1); add-rob(R4) ;

add-in(A,R4)

delete-in(A,R1) ; STUTmove 

add-in(A,R4)

Since delete-rob(R1) add-rob(R4) doesn’t af fect
the in relation, i.e. implies STUTmove, we are al-
lowed to replace the second occurrence of STUTmove
by delete-rob(R1) ; add-rob(R4) and then apply W1
for further refinement, thus obtaining

(-~bp~ V (~p~ A C]~i~ A (STUTmo~ 
(rob(R1) ^ connects(D4, R1, R4) A -~closed(D4)
A holds(A) A (small(A) V broad(D4)) 
walk(R1,R4)) ; move*({B,C},RI,R2))))

as a new specification. Since it will turn out later in
the refinement process that the third occurrence of
STUT~o~., in the formula above can be replaced by
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skip we already omit it here in order to ease readabil-
ity.

The planning proces continues by analyzing the pre-
conditions of "walk". First of all their rigid part is
considered. It turns out that connects(D4, R1, R4) 
(small(A) Vbroad(D4)) can be proved from the domain
facts and with that there is no need to backtrack at this
point. In a second step, the flexible part of the pre-
conditions is matched against ~bpre. Since ~bnre satisfies
-~closed(D4) as well as rob(R1) but no match is found
for ho/ds(A), it is suggested to search for an action
that has holds(A) as an effect and leaves the relations
dosed, rob, and in untouched. Inspecting the effect
descriptions leads to "pickup" and we carry out the
next refinement step. Using the substitutions b ~-- A
and r ~- R1 the preconditions of "pickup" coincide
with ~bpre and we obtain as a new specification:

(-’¢nre V (~bpre rl ~b,,ye A (pickup(A);
(rob(R1) A connects(D4, R1, R4) -, closed(D4)
A holds(A) A (small(A) V broad(D4)) 
wa/k(R1,R4)) ; move*({B,C}, R1,R2))))

This step is justified as we are able to prove
((in(A,R1) A rob(R1) q x holds(x) A pickup(A))
-~ STUTmove) using Piny.
In order to generate the first part of the refined
plan we have to verify that pickup(A) meets the
safety conditions of the problem specification and fi-
nally we "compute" the facts that hold after the
application of "pickup". These facts comprise the
effects of "pickup" and those parts of ~bnre which
are invariant against "pickup". We prove the for-
mulae (~bnre A pickup(A)) ~ nC~,ale 
(~e A pickup(A)) -+ FIN A [] (O false --~ ~bt),
the latter one stating that pickup(A) terminates and
~bl holds afterwards, where ~bl is (in(A,R1) A in(B,R1)
A in(C,R1) rob(R1) A holds(A) A cl osed(D1) A
closed(D2) A closed(D3) A -~closed(D4)). After an-
other refinement step we therefore obtain

(-~¢n~, ¥ (pickup(A);

(walk(R1,R4); move*({B,C}, R1,R2))))) 

Proceeding with "walk" in the same way leads to the
specification

("~nre V (pickup(A) ; walk(R1,R4) 
(~b2 A n~b,,/e A move*({B,C},RI,R2)))) 

where ¢2 is (in(A,R4) A in(B,R1) A in(C,R1) 
rob(R4) A holds(A) A closed(D1) A closed(D2) 
closed(D3) A -~closed(D4) 
From this specification refinement planning proceeds
by unwinding move* again.

Related Work and Conclusion
Hierarchical problem solving and the refinement of
abstract solutions are important methods for reduc-
ing costs in planning. They provide a significant re-
striction of the search space and help to generate

plans in a goal-directed way (Tenenberg 1991). There-
fore, many approaches to the creation of abstraction
levels and to hierarchical planning have been devel-
oped, e.g. (Bacchus & Yang 1994; Knoblock 1994;
Kramer & Unger 1994; Lansky & Getoor 1995; Sac-
erdoti 1974; 1977; Tare 1977; Wilkins 1988). They
comprise two different principles. One is concerned
with abstracting the state space. A hierarchy of ab-
straction levels is obtained by stepwise ignoring cer-
tain details of the i)lanning domain (Sacerdoti 1974).
In recent approaches these abstractions are automati-
cally generated (Bacchus & Yang 1994; Knoblock 1994;
Lansky & Getoor 1995). The second abstraction
method combines several basic actions to more com-
prehensive abstract ones (Sacerdoti 1977; Tare 1977;
Wflkins 1988), thereby obtaining some kind of macro
operation. Hierarchical planning then proceeds by ex-
panding these macros.

In our approach the definition of abstract solutions
is subject to the process of domain modeling. The rea-
son is that in our environment abstract plans are often
recursive. We have introduced a method for stepwise
refining such recursive solutions. This allows in par-
ticular for the generation of completely different con-
crete solutions in each expansion of the recursive call,
depending on the specific properties of the current ob-
jects involved.

As for the representation formalism our planning ap-
proach relies upon, there is some relation to the ADL
framework of Pednault (Pednault 1989). Like ADL,
our temporal planning logic uses elementary add- and
delete-operations to describe basic actions and with
that also follows the STRIPS idea of using add and
delete lists for relations (Fikes & Nilsson 1971). ADL
provides a fixed form of action description schemata
which immediately correspond to situation calculus
axioms. In our environment, the add- and delete-
operations are basic elements of a programming lan-
guage that is used to specify actions and plans. This
programming language provides conditionals, nonde-
terminism, and also recursion. It is completely embed-
ded into a logic as all programming language constructs
are temporal logic formulae. This means in particu-
lar, that planning problems (specifications) as well 
more or less abstract plans and actions can be flexibly
treated on the same linguistic level. Among others, it
is this feature which distinguishes our representation
from formalisms like ADL, Dynamic Logic (Harel 1979;
Rosenschein 1981), Situation Calculus (McCarthy 
Hayes 1969), or Fluent Theory (Manna & Waidinger
1987) and which motivated the introduction of yet an-
other planning logic.

We have introduced an approach to hierarchical
planning where abstract recursive plans are stepwise
refined to concrete solutions. Each refinement step
includes a formal correctness proof thus guaranteeing
soundness of the entire procedure and with that cor-
rectness of the final solution. The planning logic we
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use provides a flexible means to reason about specifi-
cations and plans and finally offers the perspective of
treating also nonterminating and concurrent systems.

The procedure of refinement planning is currently
implemented as part of a deductive planning system
(Bauer et al. 1993) which generates plans from purely
declarative specifications, based on a representation
formalism similar to the one presented here.
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